
SYSTEM/MODEL: AP-M

MODIFICATION: Zone Paging with the AP-M System

COMPONENTS REQUIRED: 1. BA-1P Paging adpator, 1 per zone (Special Order Product)

2. Amplifier and speakers for paging

INSTR/OPERATIONS: 1. Connect BA-1P Paging adaptor as shown on the following diagram, 
using a station number on the AP-M master. 

2. Paging is activated by selecting the assigned station number, then 
pressing TALK button while making the page.  Press OFF button adjacent 
to the station button when finished. 

3. Note that this is one-way communication only.  There is no talkback 
available on a paging zone.

REFERENCE DRAWING #: 0698-001

DIFFICULTY LEVEL: 1 - Easy - Wire connection only.

Aiphone’s product warranty applies to products properly modified using these instructions. 
However, if a unit is damaged as a result of improper modification, the warranty does not apply.
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- INSTRUCTIONS -
The BA-1P Paging Adaptor allows paging to external speakers from the AP-M or MP-S series
master stations. For each zone of paging, use a BA-1P with the appropriate sized amplifier.
The BA-1P provides outgoing paging only. Talkback is not available.
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NOTES:
1. The above example shows station 5 accessing the paging
    zone. Any unused station can be used for a paging zone.

2. The colored wires at each end of the BA-1P are the Input
    and Output. Connect them to the intercom and amplifier as
    shown.

3. Only wiring concerning the BA-1P is shown here. For
    complete installation information see the system's
    instruction manual.

4. The TONE control is located on the top of the BA-1P, and
    requires a screwdriver for adjustment.
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BA-1P COLOR CODE DEFINITIONS:
Org: Hot side of output

(Connect to amplifier input)
Brn: Ground side of output

(Connect to amplifier input)
Yel: Hot side of BA-1 input

(Connect to station # on master)
Grn: Ground side of input

(Connect to "E" terminal on master)

SPECIFICATIONS:
Power Source: Supplied by master
Input: 8 ohms
Output: 10K ohms
Amplifier input
  requirements: Aux input (10K ohms)
Dimensions: 4-1/8"H x 2-1/2"W x 1-1/2"D

Drawing Name:
001-APM-BA1P
Drawing  # 0698-001
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